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Fig. 16.15 Flank margin caves of Playa Copal (Cartography: Patricia Kambesis 2012)

newly accreted sediments. The amount of901

accretion combined with any subsidence will902

determine the space available to accommodate903

new conduit development during the next904

highstand.905

3. Passage breakdown (collapse) results in lateral906

enlargement of cave passages within the907

mixing zone due to the increased, unsupported908

roof span. Conduit flow is forced around the909

breakdown/sediment obstacles resulting in an910

expanding series of anastomosing dividing911

and tributary flow paths, extending outwards912

from the original passage.913

4. Extensive sediments that include breakdown,914

surface-derived clays, speleothems, and915

caclite rafts (formed by CO2 degassing) can916

physically isolate the freshwater from the917

underlying saline water zone thus limiting918

mixing corrosion and resulting in the cessation919

of conduit enlargement [the authors note that 920

this statement would require the sediments 921

to be at the halocline and not at the water 922

surface]. 923

Flank margin caves also form from mixing 924

zone corrosion though the hydrodynamics differ 925

from those that form the linear phreatic conduits. 926

According to the Carbonate Island Karst Model 927

(Mylroie and Mylroie 2007) which describes the 928

formation of flank margin caves, the caves are 929

mixing chambers that form in the distal margin of 930

a fresh-water lens, under the flank of an enclosing 931

land mass. The greatest amount of mixing takes 932

place near the margin of the land mass that is 933

a shoreline when sea levels were elevated. The 934

chambers are ramiform and cross-linked, which, 935

is indicative of the inland migration of the dis- 936

solutional front (Fig. 16.15). The large width to 937

low height ratio of the chambers take the form of 938


